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PAD 705 Handout: Functional Form & Goodness of Fit 
 
 
To find the “best linear unbiased estimator,” one must choose the proper functional form for the 
regression equation. Remember that “linear” does not mean that the variables must enter the equation 
with powers of 0 or 1; the coefficients must enter the equation with a power of 0 or 1. There are many 
functional forms that may be used; there is no clear-cut way to determine which is best. Functional forms 
are often chosen because the theoretical framework underlying the analysis suggests what to expect or 
because previous publications have generally used a particular equation. There are two analytic 
techniques that can be used. The first is to “eye-ball” the graphs and residuals – run regressions with 
different functional forms, graph the predicted line through the points, and then see how well the 
predicted line fits the actual data. The other is to compare the R2 for the various specifications to see 
which is better. The following example uses the gender.dta data set to compare functional forms.  
 
 
. reg salary age 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =     950 
---------+------------------------------               F(  1,   948) =   73.52 
   Model |  3.0697e+10     1  3.0697e+10               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  3.9584e+11   948   417553901               R-squared     =  0.0720 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.0710 
   Total |  4.2654e+11   949   449460305               Root MSE      =   20434 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  salary |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     age |    431.424   50.31698      8.574   0.000       332.6785    530.1695 
   _cons |   7331.165   2035.786      3.601   0.000       3335.998    11326.33 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
. predict agehat1 
(option xb assumed; fitted values) 
 
. graph salary agehat1 age 
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Note how many extreme points seem to fall above this line in the prime earning years (24 to 50, roughly) and how 
all the points at extreme ages are below the line. This might indicate an “inverted parabola” that would be better 
modeled using a quadratic form – so the next test is to include a squared term for age. 
 
. gen age2 = age ^ 2 
 
. reg salary age age2 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =     950 
---------+------------------------------               F(  2,   947) =   95.14 
   Model |  7.1366e+10     2  3.5683e+10               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  3.5517e+11   947   375049004               R-squared     =  0.1673 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.1656 
   Total |  4.2654e+11   949   449460305               Root MSE      =   19366 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  salary |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     age |   2772.329   229.8003     12.064   0.000       2321.352    3223.305 
    age2 |  -28.32893   2.720437    -10.413   0.000      -33.66771   -22.99015 
   _cons |  -35844.06   4573.069     -7.838   0.000      -44818.59   -26869.54 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
. predict agehat2 
(option xb assumed; fitted values) 
 
. graph salary agehat1 agehat2 age 
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Note how the “boxes” rise where we expect earnings to rise (among the prime earners) and fall through 
the ages where we expect earnings to decline (as people reach retirement). However, this does not clearly 
indicate that this is the correct functional form. We can test additional forms – for instance, a cubic 
equation (power of 3): 
 
. gen age3=age^3 
 
. reg salary age age2 age3 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =     950 
---------+------------------------------               F(  3,   946) =   64.05 
   Model |  7.2015e+10     3  2.4005e+10               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  3.5452e+11   946   374760024               R-squared     =  0.1688 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.1662 
   Total |  4.2654e+11   949   449460305               Root MSE      =   19359 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  salary |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     age |   3716.393   753.5745      4.932   0.000       2237.522    5195.264 
    age2 |  -50.77375   17.27864     -2.939   0.003      -84.68265   -16.86485 
    age3 |   .1622795   .1233703      1.315   0.189      -.0798317    .4043907 
   _cons |  -47706.79   10110.85     -4.718   0.000      -67549.08   -27864.51 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Note here how the coefficient on age3 is not statistically significant, and the cubic form does not improve 
our fit very much either (see the R2 table at the end of this handout). However, we might have reason to 
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believe that wages rise through our 20s and then level off and never fall, so another functional form to test 
is the logrithmic – we usually use the natural log: 
 
 
. gen lnage=ln(age) 
 
. reg salary lnage 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =     950 
---------+------------------------------               F(  1,   948) =  111.56 
   Model |  4.4911e+10     1  4.4911e+10               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  3.8163e+11   948   402560422               R-squared     =  0.1053 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.1043 
   Total |  4.2654e+11   949   449460305               Root MSE      =   20064 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  salary |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   lnage |   19124.72   1810.658     10.562   0.000       15571.36    22678.08 
   _cons |  -44674.38   6518.773     -6.853   0.000      -57467.27   -31881.48 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
Note how the R2 for this form is substantially lower than for the quadratic form. Researchers often try out 
many functional forms to see what best fits the residuals – both visually and using the R2 criteria. In this 
case, our best fit may be the quadratic form, though one is always on a better footing if there is theoretical 
support for this methodological finding. 
 
 
Variables R-squared Adj. R-squared 
age 0.0720 0.0710 
age, age2 0.1673 0.1656 
age, age2, age3 0.1688 0.1662 
ln(age) 0.1053 0.1043 
 
 


